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I would like to congratulate all of my students, and extend my
thanks for their efforts and their ability to work with me to
make the overall process a success. I was impressed by students'
ability to research and work independently on challenging top-
ics.
This year many students focused on topics concerning
Canadian history and society. Ayaka Tochikura explored the
history of Japanese Canadians and their fight for recognition
and redress of wrongs they experienced during World War II.
Moe Saito compared the struggle of the LGBTQ community for
equal marriage rights in Canada and Japan, focusing on the dif-
fering approaches and the obstacles. Tomoka Nonoyama also
took a comparative approach in her examination of workplace
gender equality in Japan and Canada. Several students explored
Canadian immigration. Kohei Akao examined the problems en-
countered by migrant workers in Canada, Yuka Okada looked at
how immigrants contribute to the growth of Canadian society,
and Rino Kondo focused on the success of Canadian multicultur-
alism. Environmental issues in Canada were also explored.
Nagisa Sakaguchi looked at the impact of global warming on
polar bears while Rie Naito focused on how global warming im-
pacts the maple syrup industry.
Although the selection was difficult, this year's best thesis
award goes to Eri Tomida for her essay "The Beatles: Is It Really
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British Culture?" Ms. Tomida had a very clear idea of what she
wanted to achieve in her essay from the very beginning, which
resulted in a well organized and well researched essay. I was also
impressed that Ms. Tomida approached her topic with passion
and the writing of the essay with enthusiasm.
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